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This Week in Crypto
This week in Crypto was very exciting with the Crypto market cap rallying up to
approximately $2.35 trillion dollars after two relatively low weeks of volume and price
action. Shiba Inu (SHIBA) skyrocketed in gains over the last week with over 300% gains,
which signaled to some that perhaps we are getting ready to jump into a full fledged
bull-market. In addition to this, several analyses such as Stock-to-Flow (STF) and BTC
on chain analysis show that the market is gaining positive sentiment as it normally does
historically in Q4. One of our recent passive plays, Presearch (PRE), has now officially
increased their staking requirements from 1000 to 2000 tokens. We are always working
on the newest passive plays! The Cryptonairz team has been growing in size and events,
make sure to tune in on YouTube where we also host daily Crypto news, host various
events with notable individuals and even post guides. For more information make sure
to follow us, like and subscribe utilizing the links below!
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New Projects
This week’s new reviewed projects includes the following projects:
● DeSpace Protocol
● Bnbpay (BPAY)
● Alkimi Exchange ($ADS)
● Iagon (IAG)
● GreenHeart CBD

If you are interested in more details about this project please refer to the write ups in the
discord or ask one of our moderators.

StrongBlock Updates
StrongBlock has continued to expand the list of StrongBlock holders who can launch the
new DVPN Sentinel nodes. StrongBlock has announced that it will be providing its
Node-as-a-Service (NaaS) in collaboration with Fantom (FTM) and also Polygon
(MATIC), which are two incredibly solid projects to bring aboard the strong network. In
the weekly AMA David Moss mentioned that Strong is working on node migration for
individuals who have had compromised wallets. Lastly, it was mentioned that a form of
fractional node ownership is in the works.
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